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Purpose and Goals

 Produce a script that will perform essential SDE maintenance operations.

 Reduce time spent manually performing operations by automating the 
program using windows scheduler.

 Maintain an optimal level of performance in the geodatabase and RDBMS.

 Create a record of maintenance for each geodatabase.



Database Connection

 This script connects to a SDE geodatabase using ArcCatalogs local pathway.

 The database.sde connection file must be present on the operators database 
connections tree in ArcCatalog.

 If the operator is using database authentication, make sure to check the save 
password box. Otherwise access will not be granted while running the script.

 Variables for the path environment and the sde file will be made an 
concatenated to form a complete environment path to the geodatabase.



Loop Construction

 A list is populated with a variable that represents each geodatabase being 
accessed for the script.

 A for-loop is used to process each database in the list.



Disconnecting Users

 This program disconnects all users connected to each geodatabase except for 
the operators login found in the sde file.

 Disconnecting users would mean that potentially any processes and 
applications running during the same time would be interrupted. 

 Care must be taken in designating a time for the script to run.



Lists

 A list of all versions that existed within each geodatabase was created.

 A master list was populated with lists of all feature classes and tables in each 
geodatabase.

 Feature classes within feature datasets were obtain with a for-loop structure 
and then added to the mater list.



Output Log

 An output text file was produced containing the geoprocessing messages for 
each tool used.

 The file was name using variables for the database name and date/time.

 A variable was assigned for the log and an output path was designated.

 For each geoprocessing tool, an action to write the messages to the log is 
used.

 The file is closed and saved at the end of the for-loop.



Geoprocessing Tools

 Reconcile Versions

 Find redundant rows/values and states tables that are not referenced by an 
existing version.

 No locks will be put on the data while the tool is operating.

  Conflicts will be recognized by attribute discrepancies. This means only changes to 
the same feature or row for the same attribute between the parent and child 
versions will be called as a conflict.

 Conflicts will be resolved in favor of the default version, conflicts will not stop tool 
processing.

 Versions will be posted and deleted by the individual(s) facilitating that 
administration in the editing workflow. The script will perform neither operation.



Geoprocessing Tools
continued

 Compress

 Remove all redundant rows/values found within the delta tables.

 Remove all states tables that no longer reference an existing version.

 Reduces the size of the geodatabase to improve infrastructure performance.
 



Geoprocessing Tools
continued

 Rebuild Indexes

 Reconcile and compress operations affect tables in the database.

 Indexes for all tables, including states and state lineages, will be rebuilt.

 A list of all feature classes and tables in the geodatabase will be used as an input.

 All indexes, including spatial indexes, associated with the input list will be rebuilt. 



Geoprocessing Tools
continued

 Analyze datasets

 Update statistics on table indexes to optimize querying performance.

 The system parameter was selected to update the states and state lineages tables.

 The Input data list used in the rebuild indexes tool will be used again as the input 
to analyze all data sets affect by previous operations.



Final Result

 Print statements may be found throughout the script.

 These statements are used as progress markers to give indication that the 
script ran properly or give an idea of where the script may have failed if 
having done so.

 Upon a successful run, the result should appear as follows in the Python shell:



Future Considerations

 Additions to the exception code.

 If the script fails during operation, then send a notification email.

 Use SMTPLIB to send the email.

 Addition of a raster list if the geodatabase were to contain any in the future.

 Inclusion of maintenance for topology/network features upon their addition 
to the geodatabase.
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